
10 QUICK INCLUSION BOOSTERS
you can implement this week

STOP ASKING "WHY'
Asking employees why they want
to work flexibly is a huge barrier

to inclusion. 
 

Requiring a reason means
people who need flexibility the
most are the most unlikely to
request it (invisible disability,

experiencing DV etc.)

LEARN MORE

GO NEUTRAL
Providing sensitive options for

those who are gender non-
binary is a great inclusive step.

 
Adding an 'other' option isn't

ideal as it reinforces to people
selecting it that they are ‘other’
or outside the norm. There are 

 more appropriate options!

LEARN MORE

 SEE THE INVISIBLE
Millions of people live with

invisible disability & they are
often overlooked or harassed.

 
Increasing people's awareness
of invisible disability can greatly
improve the sense of inclusion

by people in your workplace
affected by such conditions .

LEARN MORE

MIND YOUR MEETINGS
There are groups of people who
feel unable to participate fully in
meetings or raise ideas safely.

 
Making simple changes to the
way meetings are run in your

organisation can reduce group
think, improve innovation and

support your bottom line.

LEARN MORE

STATE YOUR INTENT
Getting clear on why diversity &
inclusion is important you your
business is a simple key step.

 
Without a clear purpose it is

difficult for employees to rally
around an idea, and at it's worst,  

people can become skeptical
and disengaged.

LEARN MORE

AUDIT YOUR JOB DOCS
PDs and job ads can be sneakily

non-inclusive because they
aren't often fully overhauled.

 
Identifying 'bias loaded' words &

eliminating them or replacing
them with more inclusive

terminology can help you attract
top talent from new areas.

LEARN MORE

START TALKING
Take action by encouraging

employees to discuss inclusion
openly on an internal platform.

 
Making D&I an everyday

conversation helps to embed
inclusive culture & is a visible &

accessible demonstration of
your commitment.

LEARN MORE

TEST YOUR BIASES
Our brains are hard-wired to
take biased shortcuts. Making

these biases conscious is critical.
 

The issue is that most of our
biases are unconscious. When
we're aware of our biases we
can put processes in place to

minimise their impact.

LEARN MORE

EDIT SIGNATURES
Use email signature blocks to

demonstrate your commitment
to inclusion & reach everyone.

 
Employees, clients/customers
and other stakeholders all see

email signatures so why not
leverage them to communicate
your commitment to inclusion?

LEARN MORE

SCHEDULE STUFF
Building awareness of diversity

& inclusion can be supported by
marking various diversity events.

 
Pick 1-2 events of note from

each diversity category to mark
each year & create a calendar of

organisational events that is
shared with employees.

LEARN MORE
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